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PRESIDENT’S JOTTINGS

President’s Jotttings

Greetings fellow Shedders.
As we reach the end of another year it is timely to reflect on the happening of 2021. Again this year we have been
frustrated by the inhibiting factors emanating from the Covid 19 pandemic. Much of the QMSA actions planned for the
year has been forced to remain on hold pending the relaxation of the Queensland Health directives. However
indications are that we can resume our “Building Better Sheds” themed Cluster meetings, starting in the Capricornia
Zone at Gladstone on the 18th of January.
Despite the effects on us resulting from the pandemic, we have, none the less, maintained a level of contact with our
Sheds through Shed visitations, attending invitations to Shed openings and other activities, written advice to Sheds of
items of importance and endeavouring to link Sheds through the Shed Chatter and other media. I acknowledge the
support provided by my Management Committee, our part time employed staff and shedders such as Neville O’Brien
and Neil Reckers. Not only does this group provide their expertise but more importantly their enthusiasm.
A significant enhancement occurred to our communications system in the March quarter with the commissioning of our
Web site (www.qmsa.org.au). Ron Steen generously agreed to act as Web Master. In this final quarter of the year
further development of our Facebook page is being undertaken.
In February we noted with great concern that Graham Luck (Emu Park Shed) had experienced a down turn in his
health. This resulted in Graham resigning his position as Zone Representative for Capricornia. We were fortunate in
gaining the services of Ron Steen (Gladstone Shed) as a replacement in this role. Graham was a hardworking and
dedicated contributor and is missed, not only as a zone representative but as a friend and colleague. Ken Kipping
(Noosa Shed), the Sunshine Coast Zone Representative, did not seek reappointment at the recent AGM, we also
thank Ken for his service over a significant period of years.
The QMSA Management Committee held a valuable Strategic Planning and Review meeting in June to refresh our
thinking and approach to advancing the Shed movement in Queensland. We now have (101) financial Shed members
throughout Queensland, this is a significant growth factor on the previous year. We are buoyed up by the confidence
demonstrated by the Sheds and are determined to provide the service that this level of support merits.
In September the QMSA made a submission and appeared as a witness before the State Parliamentary Community
Support and Services Committee enquiry into “Social Isolation and Loneliness in Queensland” The Committee
feedback indicated that our submission was worthwhile and valued.
The QMSA has been extremely fortunate in having the support and vice - regal patronage of the recently retired
Governor of Queensland His Excellency the Honourable Paul de Jersey AC. He provided Queensland with
outstanding service over many years. We wish him and Mrs Kaye de Jersey a long and happy retirement. The QMSA
has been very privileged in gaining the vice - regal patronage of Her Excellency the Honourable Dr Jeannette Young
PSM. Governor of Queensland and her husband Professor Graeme Nimmo RFD.
I wish all Shedders and their families all the peace and joy of Christmas. Stay safe into the New Year.
John Greatrex- President QMSA Email: president@qmsa.org.au

Photographers and high-res images wanted!
We are looking for photographers to capture the essence of Queensland sheds. We are working on
developing marketing and communication material that illustrates what Queensland Men’s Shed are all
about.
Whether it’s mateship, woodwork, music, gardening club, metal work, fundraising projects, cards or chess,
steel work, socialisation, discussion forums that brings you together, we want it all captured (in high
resolution) so we can share your stories via:






Brochures
Flyers
Social media
Newsletters
QMSA website

Please contact Rachel Hawksford at projectadministrator@qmsa.org.au
or 0410 50 6268 with any questions. We will require a QMSA
Photography Consent Form to be completed by all photo subjects. This
will be made available within the “Members Area” on the website, or
alternatively Rachel can mail it directly to you.
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THE QMSA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE ACKNOWLEDGE THE ONGOING SUPPORT
PROVIDED TO THE QUEENSLAND MEN’S SHED MOVEMENT BY TERRY EDWARDS (DIRECTOR)
AND GLENN JACKSON (MANAGER) REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ASPLEY FIRM OF
DLA Partners: Accountants & Advisors, Brisbane
https://www.dlapartners.com.au/

Executive Committee:


President (Ipswich Shed) - John Greatrex - president@qmsa.org.au



Vice President (Shed West - Kenmore) - Gerald Barber - vicepresident@qmsa.org.au



Treasurer (Shed West & Indooroopilly Shed) - Russ Hawksford - treasurer@qmsa.org.au



Secretary (Spring Hill Shed) - Robert Collins - secretary@qmsa.org.au

Management Committee:


Metro South Zone Rep (Sunnybank Shed) - Geoff Curtis – gacurtis51@gmail.com



Metro North Zone Rep (Samford Shed) - Lawrie Bingham - lawrie@bingham.id.au



Gold Coast & Scenic Zone Rim Rep - TBA



Sunshine Coast Zone Rep - TBA



Downs & South West Qld. Zone Rep (Pittsworth Shed) - Merv Kahler mervkahler@hotmail.com



Fraser Coast & Bundaberg Zone Rep - TBA



Capricornia Zone Rep (Gladstone Shed) - Ron Steen - rons@qmsa.org.au



North Qld. Zone Rep - TBA



Far North Qld. Zone Rep (Marlin Coast Shed – Cairns) - Bob Stemp sunsethills@westnet.com.au

Editor’s note: If you enjoy reading this copy of the QMSA newsletter and your Shed does not appear herein, look
around at your Shed activities and take a few general photos. These then could be used in an article. It seems that
starting the article is part of any writing block. Whereas having the photos already taken, your words can start to flow.
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Regional Coordinator update
Greetings Shedders, I’m Frank Pearce, and as you may be aware I’ve been appointed
as the Regional Coordinator for QMSA. I’ve been in the position for six weeks now, and
I’ve been settling in, visiting sheds, developing work plans and generally wrapping my
head around the fascinating world of Men’s Sheds.
I’d like to say thanks for the very warm welcome I’ve received from shedders. I’ve been
pleasantly surprised by the diversity of activities on offer from sheds, as well as being
blown away by some of the very impressive equipment on offer!
One of the things I am working on is defining common challenges that sheds are facing, which we will then
address thorough written material and zone forums.
Information technology and succession planning
One of the common issues I have encountered so far is the loss of critical organisational information that has
occurred with the changing of the key shed personnel. I’ve heard a number of horror stories about information
lost when an executive has died or when someone has got upset with the shed and walked away with key
information. This has impacted sheds both financially and from a governance perspective and has generally
generated a heap of unwelcome additional work for the poor sucker who has to clean up the mess! So how
do you protect yourself against this eventuality?
There are a couple of ways to deal with this in a way that doesn’t require a doctorate in computing to deal
with. We would suggest:






The use of generic email addresses for shed executive members. It could be something like
president_’shed_name’@gmail.com with a password that is known to all shed executives. These
email addresses can then be passed from one executive member to another at handover time or
recovered - if the worst happens. It’s also easy to have these forwarded to personal email
addresses, which removes the bother of people having to log into another email account to get their
shed mail.
The use of a shared drive system. Both Google (Google Drive) and Microsoft (One Drive) offer free
cloud-based file storage (stored and accessed via the web) that can be securely set-up and shared
between your shed executives. This means all your important files can be kept in the cloud where
they won’t get lost or accidently deleted by a well-meaning family member! Even if you don’t use a
cloud-based system, at least have a back-up in place that is accessible to other shed members.
The key to the success and usability of any of these systems is to keep it both simple and welldocumented (work instructions). The last thing you really want is a system that can only be used by
a specialist IT bloke (as much as we love our IT people).

That’s all for this edition, reach out to me if you’ve got any great ideas you’d like to share - my generic email
address 😊 is regionalcoordinator@qmsa.org.au.
Cheers, Frank
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Making Movies at the shed
Over recent months, and despite Covid-19
restrictions constraining filming opportunities,
Ryan Gittoes and Keegan Jones from Mountain
Peek Media filmed and edited a video, which tells
a story of how men’s mental health can benefit
from being involved with a Men’s Shed
organisation. The Australian Men’s Shed Association was established in
2007 and is one of the largest men’s support organisations in Australia.
Over 1300 sheds, across the nation, focus on the needs and wellness of
men. All Sheds have an individual focus to meet the men’s needs of the
community in which the Shed is located. Our video of the Tamborine
Mountain Men’s Shed filmed, mainly, on location at the Shed’s 88 Beacon
Road premises, commences on a sombre note, visiting the home of a
Ryan Gittoes closely films Bernie Day’s
gentleman portrayed as feeling socially isolated, alone and down. He
drilling action at the Men’s Shed.
ventures (or rather drags himself) to his own shed where, through the
mastery of Keegan Jones’ editing, is transformed to the world of the Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed, being
warmly welcomed by the Shed’s members.
The short, five-minute story unfolds with personal anecdotes from shed members recounting the ‘how and why’
they joined the Men’s Shed. What being a member means to them. Most, but not all, members are happily retired,
creative and enthusiastic about working shoulder-to-shoulder with other like-minded men. Some younger
members remain in the workforce but enjoy the camaraderie the shed membership offers. They are happy to share
in the creativity and friendships.
The success of the Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed’s fostering men’s wellbeing is worthy of sharing with the
wider community. Therefore, after viewing other productions by Mountain Peek Media, the Shed’s Executive
Committee was inspired to engage Keegan and Ryan.
In the video you will see that some members come to the shed with little, or no, manual-arts (wood- or metal-work)
skills. Members with existing skills, or experience in certain fields, happily
act as mentors to others wanting to learn new, or indeed improve, their
skills. Sometimes, the newly-acquired skills are put to good use working on
community-based projects such as building animal-refuge boxes, children’s
toys and finely-crafted wooden writing pens. One scene, shot at the
Tamborine Mountain Botanic Gardens, extols the members’ efforts and
skills building and erecting an operational waterwheel as well as a Hobbit
House façade. Yet another group of wood-crafting and music-loving
enthusiasts are excelling in building ukuleles. The group’s handcraft
endeavors have morphed into establishing a ukulele group, which plays
and performs on the mountain.

Ryan Gittoes and Keegan Jones, at the
Men’s Shed, discuss filming possum
boxes.

Not all film action is about hammers and nails. Some members are happy
to simply share morning tea with a biscuit or party pie and a yarn. All
members ‘down tools’ at approximately 10 o’clock and share in morning
tea.

A video about a Men’s Shed would not be complete without including a
fundraising sausage sizzle. Therefore, it is appropriate that the Bunnings Warehouse was chosen for the sausagesizzle scene. The Shed members are indebted to Bunnings for their ongoing support; regularly inviting the
Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed to host the Oxenford event.
The Men’s Shed operating hours are announced at the end of the video, which can be
viewed on the Tamborine Mountain Men’s Shed web page at www.tmmensshed.com
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The Park Ridge Community Men’s Shed
For the past several years, the members of the Park Ridge Community Men’s Shed get busy creating a
variety of wooden, hand-crafted toys for boys and girls of families doing it tough out west in Warwick and
Stanthorpe.
It has been particularly tough for farmers in these areas for the last couple of years with the ongoing
drought and also the impact of COVID on top of it. Parents couldn’t hold back their tears when their
children were given these gifts last year because they knew they couldn’t afford Christmas presents. The
parents were sincerely grateful to the members of the Park Ridge Men’s Shed for their generous donations
of toys for their children.
This year, the Men’s Shed members have again made over 100 wooden toys which will be distributed to
farming families at a special “Farmers’ Day Lunch” organised by the Warwick Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Great work Park Ridge Men’s Shed!

"There are three stages of man: he believes in Santa Claus; he does not
believe in Santa Claus; he is Santa Claus." Bob Phillips
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GROWING OLD UNGRACEFULLY
Ulysses — Not to Yield an article by Barry Evans
.

https://lostcoastoutpost.com/2019/dec/8/growing-old-ungracefully-ulysses-not-yield/
Old age hath yet his honour and his toil;
Death closes all: but something ere the end,
Some work of noble note, may yet be done…
That’s from Tennyson’s Ulysses. If you ever feel old and about ready to give up on life, Tennyson’s your man and Ulysses your
poem: if this doesn’t get you going again, nothing will.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use!
As tho’ to breathe were life!
Tennyson, then 24, wrote the 70-lines of blank verse within a month of hearing of the death of his best friend, Arthur
Hallam. The two met at Cambridge University, philosophized and wrote poetry together, travelled to Europe several times
(once on a secret mission to support rebels against the Spanish monarchy). Hallam was engaged to Tennyson’s younger
sister, Emily, at the time of his death in Vienna, from a stroke. He was 22.
Tennyson’s transcendent reaction to his friend’s death was what gives the poem its unique bite and passion. He wrote later
that “it gave my feeling about the need of going forward and braving the struggle of life” and “There is more about myself in
Ulysses, which was written under the sense of loss and that all had gone by, but that still life must be fought out to the end.”
In the poem’s most quoted lines, the character of Ulysses as an old man scorns looking back on one’s past achievements and
failures (God how I resonate!). Instead, look to the future:
I am a part of all that I have met;
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro’
Gleams that untravell’d world whose margin fades
For ever and forever when I move.
Compare this with, for instance, Shakespeare’s Macbeth, who—also in reaction to the death of someone close, his wife in
this instance—sees only gloom and doom in his future (with good reason, as it turns out!):
To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson, about age 60. Painted by George Frederic Watts (public domain)
The plot of the poem, such as it is, sees Homer’s Ulysses as an old man. He finally gets to return to
Ithaca, his home island, from the Trojan War (ten years siege, ten battling the gods to sail home),
soon to get bored with ruling “a savage race,” playing husband to “an aged wife,” and father to a
dutiful son (“He works his work, I mine.”) Spousal loyalty is not in Ulysses’ playbook (despite
Penelope’s 20-year loyalty to him, not knowing if he was dead or alive). To hell with that, he’s got
bigger fish to fry, reminding me of that model of a deadbeat dad off to find himself: Buddha.
So Ulysses is off on another adventure, without having anything particular in mind: T’is not too late to
seek a newer world. Good enough, so long as it’s a challenge! Some work of noble note, may yet be
done, Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods.
If any of this sounds familiar (and if you didn’t have to learn it at school) it may be because you saw Judi Dench reciting the
last lines of the poem in the 2012 Bond movie Skyfall. Worth repeating:
One equal temper of heroic hearts,
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.
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COOKING – IT’S FOR THE BIRDS?
By Don Waterson Emu Park Mens Shed

I feel somewhat saddened that so many men have been taught
how to cook and consigned themselves to a lifetime of being tied
by their apron strings to the kitchen. I am not one of them. After all
it is my perception that it is more important for me to sit in front of
the TV and absorb the latest global trends in the financial, political,
and social environments and thus make the best decisions for my
family – and of course watch some sport because when Australia
is winning, the Australian stock market goes bullish. I am sure you
all understand my reasoning.
I have also noticed a pandemic of cooking shows and adverts
infecting our TV programmes – even on the fishing and outdoors
shows. If it is not life insurance ads, it’s cooking. I dread the
inevitable day when there will be a cooking segment during halftime of the State of Origin. But what really cuts me up is that during the ‘reality’ cooking shows, someone
always cries. The producers love it! The family of my wife, Frances, are all incredible cooks having been
taught by their mother on a wood stove. Frances has cooked for me for nearly 60 years and I have never
seen any tantrums or tears – except once that I will tell you about shortly.
This incident I believe has had a profound effect on me and could be the genesis of my dubious beliefs about
cooking. You should understand that beneath this exterior lies a very sensitive man – but you be the judge.
The incident occurred one winter many years ago when my wife was heading to Clermont to visit family in
her hometown leaving poor old Don home alone. During winter, I love a bowl of porridge for breakfast and
Frances left instructions – two and a half tablespoons out of the porridge bottle, a good pinch of salt, and
three quarters of a cup of water. Easy, peasy!
On the first day I followed the instructions and sat in front of the TV to watch Kochie’s financial report and eat
my bowl of porridge. It tasted awful – inedible – so I added more salt. It tasted awful and saltier and so I
added more sugar. It tasted sweeter, saltier and still awful so it was back to the Weet-bix. The next day I was
more precise in my preparation but it was down the sink again. I gave up.
On her return from Clermont I told my wife that her porridge recipe didn’t work. She didn’t believe me and
asked me to show her what I did, so together with my Toowoomba mate watching, I got out the saucepan,
added the water and pinch of salt. So far, so good. I got the porridge bottle out of the cupboard, opened it
and was about to spoon in the porridge when I was distracted by a commotion behind me. On turning around
I found my wife and mate doubled over with laughter, my wife with tears running down her face. It took some
time for them to compose themselves and for me to find out the source of their mirth, but eventually Frances
wiping tears from her face, said, “Don, that’s not the porridge bottle – that’s the breadcrumbs”. O dear- poor
Don!
NOTE: In the picture any resemblance to our Shed Chef Doug is entirely co-incidental. Don
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IPSWICH MEN’S SHED COMMITTEE FOR 2021-2022

Ipswich Men’s Shed sends our
best wishes to all QMSA Sheds
across Queensland for
Christmas and 2022.
Although a testing two years we
have managed to grow and
support 120 members as we
have navigated Covid 19 and
added value to our Shed and
supported our members socially
, emotionally and shoulder to
shoulder we have had many
successes. We congratulate our
Member John Greatrex in his
role of QMSA President for
another year.

Our Members enjoy our Shed
in all activities of Woodwork,
Metal work, gardening, painting and our Social Friday group plays cards and exercises once a month.
Congratulations to all sheds that have thrived and supported men in their Communities.
Terry Carter President of Ipswich Men’s Shed Inc
Contact 34365857 Email ipswichmensshed@hotmail.com
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QMSA- Annual General Meeting
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
QMSA AGM NOVEMBER 25, 2021
Greeting Shedders.
It is with pleasure that I report on the Queensland Men’s Shed Association (QMSA) activities for the financial
year 2020 – 2021. This entire year has been adversely influenced by the Covid 19 pandemic. This
happening has not only frustrated and disrupted the work and planning of the QMSA, but it is reasonable to
state it has had a similar effect on the entire Shed movement throughout Australia. The QMSA and the
Queensland Sheds in general have, nonetheless, displayed a high level of resilience, character, maturity and
determination in operating in this environment.
I have indeed been fortunate as President to have a quality group of people on the Management Committee
demonstrating enormous enthusiasm, dedication and drive in promoting the QMSA and the Queensland
Shed movement in general. The executive members, Gerald Barber (Vice President); Robert Collins
(Secretary) and Russ Hawksford (Treasurer) have bought knowledge and expertise to their respective
positions on the executive committee and combined to present unity and leadership to the committee.
A vital link with the Queensland Sheds and an essential role in the efficient operating of the Management
Committee are our Zone Representatives. This year we have been served in this role by, Geoff Curtis (Metro
South); Lawrie Bingham (Metro North); Merv Kahler (Downs & SW Qld); Bob Stemp (Far North Qld); Graham
Luck (Capricornia July – Feb); Ron Steen (Capricornia Feb – June); Ken Kipping (Sunshine Coast). I
wholeheartedly thank each of these Shedders for their commitment to the QMSA in support of their zones.
Each has contributed their unique skills in advancing the Queensland shed movement.
Resulting from a downturn in his health, Graham Luck reluctantly, in February, resigned his position on the
Management Committee as the Capricornia Zone Representative. Graham has been a conscientious and
hardworking member of our team over a long period and will be sorely missed. Not only for his contributions
to the QMSA but more importantly as a friend and colleague.
Because of the covid 19 health regulation, the AGM for 2020 was held as a virtual meeting (Video
conferencing) on October 30, 2020. At this meeting Gerald Barber and Russ Hawksford were re- elected
unopposed as Vice President and Treasurer respectively. The appointments of Geoff Curtis (Metro South)
and Lawrie Bingham (Metro North) as Zone Representatives were ratified. Johann Swanepoel (Integrated
Audit Pty Ltd) was appointed as auditor for the QMSA for year 2020 – 21
A matter of concern to the QMSA is that four (4) of our zones will have no representation on the 2021 – 22
Management Committee as no nominations have been received from these Zones namely: Gold Coast &
Scenic Rim; Sunshine Coast; Fraser Coast & Bundaberg Region and North Queensland. Having a Zone
Representative on the Management Committee ensures that the committee is aware of any unique
circumstance that may be of importance to a specific zone. The QMSA is now in a position to offer a degree
of financial support relating to travel and other expenses incurred by our Zone Representatives. Ideally we
would like to see teams set up in each zone to lighten the load and add to the effectiveness of our
operations.
The gaining of Deductable Gift Recipient (DGR) status can be beneficial to Sheds in obtaining private and
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corporate financial support. Gifts obtained in these circumstances attract tax relief for the donor. It had
become extremely difficult for many Men’s Sheds to qualify for DGR status as there was no relevant
qualifying provision in the tax act. Due in large measure to the advocacy of Ted O’Brien, who is the Member
for the Commonwealth Parliamentary Electorate of Fairfax, a new category of ‘Community Shed’ was
added to the tax act. That provision provides an additional pathway for Sheds to apply and gain DGR status.
This amendment to the act was effective from October 1, 2020. Pre- requisite to gaining DGR status is to
apply and be awarded ACNC (charity) status.
Because of the pandemic, our planned Zone Cluster Meetings have remained in abeyance. Having made
that statement it is worth noting that Geoff Curtis (Sunnybank Shed) and our Metro South Zone
Representative actively supported the opening of the Algester Shed in March and arranged a very successful
Logan Cluster meeting in June. With the promised relaxation in health regulations for Queensland due in the
middle of December we are now re- scheduling our programmes to resume in January 2022. Our first
activity is a Capricornia Zone Cluster Meeting planned for January the 18 th to be held in Gladstone. Whilst
we have been somewhat restricted, the Zone Representatives and executive have continued their
programme of individual Shed visitation and when invited attend at specific Shed openings and celebrations.
We are now busy planning 2022 activities in each of the zones.
In February we successfully launched the QMSA Website (www.qmsa.org.au). This involved many inputs
from Shedders and committee members. Most notable among this group of contributors and special thanks
go to Neil Reckers (Centenary Suburbs Shed) our IT Support officer and Ron Steen (Gladstone Shed) our
Web Master.
The bi- monthly “Shed Chatter” continues to be a powerful communication tool and forum involving input from
Sheds throughout Queensland. Thank you all for your on-going support of this newsletter. It would be
remiss of me not to acknowledge the outstanding input of Neville O’Brien (Mt Gravatt Shed) in preparing and
maintaining the quality of this publication and of Gerald Barber (Shed West) in encouraging contributions and
ensuring they are received on time.
Your QMSA Management Committee continues to encourage you as Shed Members, to urge your Shedders
to participate in a study being conducted Australia wide, by Associate Professor Mathew Summers of the
University of the Sunshine Coast. The survey built around the theme of Social Engagement and Quality of
Life in Ageing Men seeks answers into improving cognitive and mental health. This is a substantive project
worthy of our support.
Finally what of 2021 -2022? With the reduction in the number of restricted health directives following the
expected reaching of specified take up rate of the covid vaccine, we expect a particularly productive and
busy year of catch up. We have been successful with both the Commonwealth and State Governments
providing targeted grants. This has allowed the engagement of two (2) part time employees. This in turn will
add significant impetus to progressing our programmes. I thank all Sheds for their ongoing support and
confidence in the QMSA. I promise that we will continue to act to justify your support and that of the entire
Shed movement.
Kindest regards to all,
John Greatrex- QMSA President
Email: president@qmsa.org.au
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AGM photos:
2022 Committee
L to R: Robert CollinsSecretary (re-elected)
John Greatrex- President
(re-elected)
Russ Hawksford- Treasurer
Gerald Barber- VicePresident

Within the bounds of the
COVID restrictions, there
were 8 Sheds physically
represented with another
14 sending in their proxy
forms to the Secretary.
These, in total, were more
than sufficient to cover the
quorum requirements.

A lovely thing about Christmas is that it is compulsory, like a thunderstorm, and we all go
through it together. Garrison Keillor
Christmas, here again. Let us raise a loving cup; Peace on earth, goodwill to men, and make
them do the washing up. Wendy Cope
As we struggle with shopping lists and invitations, compounded by December’s bad weather, it
is good to be reminded that there are people in our lives who are worth this aggravation, and
people to whom we are worth the same. Donald E. Westlake
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“Boonah Activity Shed Inc.”
A ‘TALL’ STORY
Of course, no one anticipated his future as the world's tallest
man when he entered the world on 22 February 1918 weighing an
unremarkable 8.7 pounds, the son of average-sized parents.
But Robert Wadlow’s name is now known all over the globe – the
towering American who measured a staggering 2.72 m (8 ft 11.1
in) tall when last measured on 27 June 1940, becoming the tallest
man in the world.

A story on Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals won at Olympic Games this year.
Each of the gold, silver and bronze medals are 85 millimetres in diameter and range in thickness
from 7.7 mm to 12.1 mm. The gold medal is in fact made from gold-plated pure silver, with around 6 grams of
gold out of a total weight of 556 grams.
A silver medal is worth around $450 if you melt it down. The silver medal is made from pure silver
and weighs around 550 grams, while the bronze medal weighs approximately 450 grams and is in fact made
from 95% copper and 5% zinc.
At today's prices that means the gold medal would be worth around $800 if you melted it down,
while the silver would be worth about $450 and the bronze around $5. Values mentioned may be U.S.$ ?
Earlier this year a winner's medal from the 1896 Athens Olympics sold for $180,000 at auction, Cuban
shooter Leuris Pupo's gold medal from the London 2012 Olympics fetched $73,200, and his compatriot Iván
Pedroso's long jump gold medal from Sydney 2000 went for $71,335.
It is of course the immense pride of winning these medals, which come as a result of countless
hours/years of training, sweat, and understandably, some tears. We congratulate all medal winners, and all
competitors who challenged those winners.

Members of the Boonah Activity Shed Inc., (the shed for men and women), are also Stewards for the
Woodwork Section of the Boonah Show. This works well for all concerned and is yet another reason to attend
the Boonah Show which is planned for May 27 th & 28th 2022. The 2021 Boonah Show saw us display
approximately 212 pieces of ‘woodwork’, and we will be striving to top that number in 2022. Entry is free,
prizemoney and vouchers for winners, contact Ross Gilbert to be part of it all. Ph (07) 54 634 110.
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Bellbowrie Men’s Shed
Bellbowrie Men’s Shed is
situated in the western suburbs
of Brisbane in a quiet National
Park setting at Moggill under a
Licence to Occupy arrangement
with the State Government. Our
Shed comprises a refurbished 3bedroom Caretakers Cottage
and a small 6M X 12M
Colorbond Workshop. We have a
fairly static membership of 75
members and our principal
activities are woodwork,
metalwork, leather work and
beekeeping. We are surrounded
by a plantation of eucalypt trees used to feed Koalas at the koala hospital on-site. We jealously guard our
environment and facilities; it is the envy of many.
Whilst Covid impacted on our ability to
hold fund raising stalls at markets and
sausage sizzles, the weekly program at
the Shed has continued with stringent
observance of the Covid requirements.
We hold weekly meetings with guest
speakers on topics ranging from health to
holidays. Our Cash for Cans collection
program has provided us with a steady
income to meet our overheads. The
easing of Covid restriction enables us to
hold our first stall for some time, on Sat
4th December at the new Moggill
Shopping Centre. Our weekly meeting
and monthly restaurant outing regularly
attract 35-40 members and guests.
As facilities go, we have an extensive library, air-conditioned meeting room, well stocked kitchen and a new
timber storage shelter. A recent grant approval provides for the installation of solar panels which will help
defray power costs. The strength of our Shed is its members who collaborate well, look out for each other
and are eager to assist in projects. We are a happy shed.
We wish all shed members a Very Merry Christmas and welcome visitors at any time. If you are in the area,
drop in to 55 Priors Pocket Rd, Moggill.
Cam McDonald
President
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I AM A LOSER
By Don Waterson. EMU PARK MEN’S SHED
I suppose I have had this affliction since childhood, at least since Primary School. I had a wonderful mother
and she joined the QCWA and put our names down for holidays at one of the QCWA cottages on the
Sunshine Coast. We would catch a taxi on the Friday night of Break-up Day catch the midnight horror from
Toowoomba arriving at Roma Street just after daylight, wait a couple of hours and catch a train to Woombye
and then bus to our destination. In preparation for our holidays Mum had purchased me a pair of leather
sandals as we only wore bare feet to school during summer. I persuaded her to let me wear my new sandals
to Breakup Day to show them off and when I arrived home full of cordial and watermelon my mother’s eyes
fell to my feet and seeing the horror in her eyes I fled the two miles back to the school where thankfully they
were still there. My affliction had begun.
Soon after I was married, my wife Frances knitted me a large woollen jumper complete with polo neck.
Wherever I went it was much admired. My wife has eagle eyes and a couple of months later she said “ Don,
where is your jumper?” I thought quickly for a moment and said: “It just disappeared”. She said: “Don’t blame
the jumper. You lost it”. She is very pragmatic!!!! It seems that fishing trips are my nemesis as over the next
few years two or three of my jackets just disappeared from the back of my ute, despite repeated warnings from
old eagle eyes not to leave them in the back of the ute. I really am a slow learner.
On one of my crabbing trips Frances gave me a cooked chook and a pair of silver salt and pepper
shakers. On the way to Port Alma we pulled up to “check the load” which was a euphemism for opening the
first stubby of the day. We also devoured the chook and wrapped the scraps up in newspaper and threw them
on the side of the road. Hey, they are biodegradable. On arriving back home the inevitable question arose
about the shakers. Well, I explained that they just disappeared – again. But the good news is that a couple of
months later we pulled up at the same spot to check the load and I spotted the discarded newspaper with the
shakers still inside. I tried to smuggle them back into the household and have them magically reappear but old
eagle eyes caught me and the truth came out.
The only other occasion I lost something while fishing was on an overnighter 40 miles up the coast.
Early in the morning I went up the front of the boat to go to the toilet. The wind was strong and blew my shorts
and wallet overboard. The problem was that the only covering on-board was a tea-towel and at a busy Rosslyn
Bay I had to shuffle like a crab from the boat to the sanctuary of the car. All I could think of on the way home
was about one of our ex-prime ministers who also lost his trousers but of course in different circumstances.
My affliction seemed to follow me overseas as on a long flight to London the air hostess announced
that a set of dentures had been found on the floor. Without saying anything Frances just rolled her eyes and
my dentures were returned wrapped in six layers of tissue. I spent my first day in London getting my dentures
hammered back into shape at the dentist. I also left my passport in the seat pocket on a flight to Singapore.
We discovered this as we tried to book in overnight as the Airport Hotel. A frantic couple of hours ensued as I
had visions of being stuck there for days trying to get a new passport. Thankfully the cleaners found it. Now
when we travel Frances subjects me to a military style inspection and interrogation whenever we arrive or are
departing. I suppose with my history I have to be submissive.
But I am pleased to say that I am not alone in this affliction. Down at the Emu Park Men’s Shed there
has been a jacket sitting on the Secretary’s chair for two and a half years. He recently relinquished his role and
left his jacket so I phoned him and he told me it was not his. So for a week I held it up at morning teas in an
attempt to find the owner. We followed up all the leads to no avail so I took it home for Frances to clean. As I
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walked in with it under my arm she said: ”Don, where did you find your jacket” She said that last time she saw
it I was wearing it in Europe. She put her hand in one of the pockets and as if to prove her point pulled out
some Euros. Well it wasn’t long before the story reached the Men’s Shed where it caused much mirth. Now
when I leave some cheeky bugger yells out “Don don’t forget your jacket”. So I think it might be time to fess up
that I am a loser.
FOOTNOTE: Old eagle eyes was cheeky enough to suggest I write this article and even had the hide
to give it the title: “I am a loser”

Mt Gravatt Men’s Shed
NEWS FROM THE NATIVE BEE GROUP
The group met at the shed on Thursday 18 November. As usual there was discussion trying to resolve
issues members were having. In particular, a member brought a hive that had been lost. Discussion
concluded this was most likely caused by humidity in the hive due to the weather and condensation in the
hive. It was noted that ventilation of the hive and an effective cover are both very important.
The main focus was the program for 2022. It was decided that we would have more structured discussion
at meetings next year. We will show a video demonstrating a particular topic and then have a discussion
around that topic. Terry will investigate clips to show. Bill Semple and Stephen will train to use the
equipment.
Bol will contact Bob Luttrell again to organise to visit his place at Samford and demonstrate his unique
hive design and other aspects of his experimentation. Bill S suggested a demonstration of honey
extraction. This may be best during that visit. Bill Semple

Reflections on Christmas’ past:

(From the Editor’s armchair)

- It’s the most wine-derful time of the year
- You know those commercials where the present is a brand new car with a big red bow? Yeah, we’re
not doing that.
- I would say all I want for Christmas is YOU, But I really would love a new credit card as well!
- I hope you love the present you told me to buy for you.
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2022 – A GOOD YEAR FOR A
QMSA ZONE CLUSTER MEETING
Soon the 2021 Shed year will be in our memories and 2022 is being kicked off by a QMSA Capricornia Zone
Cluster Meeting, to be held in Gladstone on Tuesday 18 th January. With a budgeted attendance of 100
shedders coming from possibly over 10 nearby sheds in the Capricornia Zone, it is planned to have the
meeting in the Darts Hall neighbouring the Gladstone Men’s Shed in Moura Crescent, Barney Point, where it
will be easy to look over the Gladstone Shed during breaks and talk to the local shedders who will be there
for their normal morning’s activity in the workshop.
To allow travelling time for some visiting sheds, the meeting will commence with a cuppa at 10am with time
provided at the start and end of the day’s session to talk about ideas and issues experienced in the Zone,
with a good array of guest speakers in between. Those topics include a Manual Handling safety topic
provided by the Rio Tinto Yarwun H&S dept., Snake Awareness from a well-known retired snake-catcher and
the trials and tribulations from the Gladstone Shed’s project leader on building their own CNC Router.
A BBQ lunch will be provided with the total day being funded by the QMSA. After lunch a local QFES officer
will have a session on Smoke Alarms before a Health Professional from Diabetes Queensland provides a
presentation on this important health topic. We are indebted to Diabetes Queensland, who rearranged their
2022 touring schedule to enable the visit from Brisbane to Gladstone on this particular day and then
complete their usual obligations while here. The last hour of the day is set aside for each visiting shed to tell
attendees about their activities and whether they have any particular problems or successes before
everybody is on the road home at 3pm.
The QMSA executive are looking forward for all to get some value out of this Capricornia Zone Cluster
Meeting and in fact there is no reason why other sheds just outside the zone like Bargara, Bundaberg, Gin
Gin, Mt Perry etc cannot also attend to share in a great day out.
Please send your RSVPs to the QMSA Capricornia Zone rep Ron Steen at capricornia@qmsa.org.au
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SUNNYBANK DISTRICT COMMUNITY MEN’S SHED Inc.
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT WRSS “DINGO” PINE CAR DERBY TRACK
Story & photos presented by SDCMS members Ian Holst

The Warrigal Road State School P & C Association (WRSS P & C) contacted our Shed the Sunnybank
District Community Men’s Shed Inc. (SDCMS) to enquire if the SDCMS would interested in constructing a (3)
or (4) lane Pinewood Derby Track similar to that used by the Boy Scout of America (BSA) and if so, what
would be the approximate cost.
After many discussions and exploring various construction options and their associated costs the WRSS P
&C it decided on a (4) lane Derby Track that would be made in (8) individual 1.800 lineal metre external
grade plywood sections giving an overall length of approximately 14.000 lineal metres. Track 1 is a straight
section that starts off at 1220mm high and slopes down at an angle of 26 degrees to meet Track 2. Track 2 is
a curved section that continues down to floor / ground level where to meets Track 3. Track 3 – 7 are all
horizontal to the floor / ground with the end of Track 7 connected to Track 8. The end of Track 7 is the Finish
Line. After this point Track 8 slopes upwards with the end of Track 8 being 75mm above floor level. This
upward slope causes the car’s wheels to lift off the Track and stop. The lanes on Track 8 are felt covered to
prevent damage to the underside of the car.
Attached toward the top of Track 1 is an electronically controlled drop-down flap section (the Start Line)
which when activated drops down and the cars commence racing each other to the Finish Line at the end of
Track 7. Above the Start Line on Track 1 is an electronic display box that can be configured to show
synchronized (3) lights – red (stopped), amber (get ready) and green (go).. As mentioned previously the end
of Track 7 is the Finish Line above which is an electronically controlled display box that can be configured (a)
to show which car crossed the Finish Line in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th or alternatively the time taken for each of
the (4) cars to cross the Finish Line.
The original intention was to have the Derby Track completed in time for the large Warrigal 2021 Fete on the
14 August 2021. The Warrigala Fete is a biennial event run by the Warrigal Road State School P & C
Association. Due to frequency of delays caused by adhering to the Covid 19 restrictions it was decided to not
use the Derby Track until 2023. However, the SDCMS continued with the project so that the WRSS Students
/ Parents who purchased Car Kits and constructed the cars could make use of the Derby Track in the last
term of 2021.
The Management and Members of the SDCMS trust that the Students and Staff of theWRSS will enjoy using
their “DINGO” Pine Car Derby Track as much as the SDCMS hasenjoyed being involved in this Special
Community Project.
ORIGIN OF THE PINEWOOD DERBY
Don Murphy the Cubmaster at Cub Scout Pack 280C in Manhattan Beach, California cameup with the idea
for a Pinewood Derby Track in 1953. In 1953 Don Murphy’s (10) year old son Donn wanted to compete in the
Soap-Box Derby run by the Management Club of North American Aviation, where his father worked. But this
race involving kid-sized, gravity powered carts, was just for those aged (12) years or older.
.
The first Pinewood Derby race was held on 15 May 1953 in the Manhattan Beach’s Scout House. The Derby
was an instant success and for a time copied, with the Management Club of North American Aviation’s
permission, by the Los Angles County Department of Recreation. Within a year the Pinewood Derby was
adopted for use in all Cub Scout packs. In its October 1954 issue the Boys’ Life magazine publicized the
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event and offered plans for the Track and a car, which featured (4) wheels, (4) nails and (3) pieces of wood.
In 1980, the design of the wood block was changed from a cut-out block consistent with a 1940’s style front
engine Indy 500 car, to a rectangular block. The tyres were also changed from narrow hard plastic to wider
plastic slicks.
With the popularity of the Pinewood Derby other organizations have developed similar events with different
names and rules. A small industry has now developed to provide organizer equipment e.g., cars, tracks,
timers and awards e.g., trophies and ribbons. In 1997, it was recorded that since inception in 1953 there had
been over (100) million car kits sold by the Boys Scouts of America. This equates to sales of approximately
(2.5 – 3.0) million car kits per year. In May 2005, the Boy Scouts of America registered Pinewood Derby as
an official trademark.
P.S.
Since finishing this article some SDCMS members, who assisted with this project, have witnessed first-hand
the smiles on the faces of the WRSS grade 6 students when they have used the Derby Track for the first
time, To date the students have only used cars made by the shed members. It is possible that the smiles
could be even bigger when they start building and racing their own cars, that they & their parents have
designed and constructed from the ‘Car Kits’ purchased from the WRSS P&C.

Trace Track team with
Warrigal Road State
School teacher

Ian & Glen finishing one section of track

Racing Track team laying out the track

Admiring and testing Race Track is Pres. Rob J,
Hon Graham Perrett Ian H and Maurice M.
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Gracemere Men’s Shed Inc.
Gracemere Men’s Shed members held
our annual dinner at the Gracemere
Bowls Club on Friday evening the 3 rd
December with 40 members including
partners attending. Everyone had a
fantastic night with plenty of socializing
and the ladies could chat to others as
they seldom get to meet up.
Above on the left Jeffrey Bailey thanked
Cliff Streat with a plaque for the effort he
has put into our shed by teaching us
much more about working with timber
over the past few years. Jeffrey retired
as president at the July meeting after
serving five years in the position and Cliff
stepped in for six months as he is moving
down to Brisbane soon. Cliff’s decision
to move down to Brisbane was not an
easy decision for him to make. Our loss
will be a Men’s Shed in Brisbane’s gain.
We wish Cliff all the very best for his new
life change in Brisbane.
Photo and story by Jeffrey Bailey
Media Officer- Gracemere Men’s Shed
Inc.

To ALL Shedders throughout Queensland, may the break from
the Shed activities be fulfilling and rewarding with new ideas
for the coming 2022.
The QMSA Committee wishes every Shed member and their
family the best over Christmas (Xmas) and the New Year
celebrations.
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Funnies Page
Apologies from the Editor if ‘Funnies’ are not funny

‘The principal advantage of the grand-parental lifestyle is
that on Christmas Eve you need not be struck dumb by the
three most terrifying words that the government allows to
be printed on any product: ‘Some assembly required.’’ John
Leo
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